
Notes 3-11-14

First, I have to say I am ECSTATIC about the show. I wish it were 4:30 on Wednesday 
RIGHT NOW because I literally can’t get enough of it. Thank you ALL for your hard 
work-it’s DEFINITELY paying off. :)

A couple of house keeping rules that I’ll remind you of tomorrow:
1) NO ONE is allowed out in the lobby in costume starting at 3:30. Also, no one is 

allowed in the house after 4:00. (for night shows it will be 6:30 and 7, respectively)
2) You can not make noise after bows until the curtain is all the way closed! I let the “We 

gotta a show” fly today, cuz, let’s be real: WE GOTTA SHOW! but keep it quiet until 
the curtain has closed all the way during the shows :)

3) At the very beginning of the show, I will say a curtain speech, and Allison and Chris 
will step out to talk about a fundraiser that they are doing. Then we’ll go to black out 
and people will enter for the overture.

4) Wear T shirts tomorrow!

Notes from today:

Darius and Joe- you missed your cue for the overture. I’m sure it won’t happen 
tomorrow :)

Joe and Savannah: too early on the dip

Allison and Joe- after your dance in overture, do NOT walk away until the lights change 
(when friendship music starts). Don’t walk out of the light like you did today.

Passengers and sailors on boat when it is revealed- STAY ABSOLUTELY STILL UNTIL 
THE LIGHTS COME ON! there was fidgeting and it looked messy

Matt B- remember to keep waving

Becca Labitt-you are funny

If you forget a line- KEEP GOING AND COVER IT. don’t break character or whisper the 
line to the person. Purser and Billy- I’m talking about the murray hill cleaners bit

You’re the top is everything and I LOST IT <3

Allison- after easy to love, stay in one spot until it goes to full blackout- the lights fade so 
don’t walk away while they’re fading

Lauren- bigger on the HMPH for wanna play cards bit

Evan- don’t say “I’m praying my ass off”- Inappropriate....



Joe, Evan, Lauren- when you’re covering Joe, you should be adlibbing about covering 
Joe. The audience should hear your struggle, it’s not for the captain. it’s to cover the 
silence from the audience. You can make jokes about how big Billy is

Mike, you can do even more with the binocular look with Carly

Everyone- never walk off stage in front of the blue curtain (like, between the proscenium 
annd the blue curtain.) This is especially for angels after the whipped cream bit

Demetra- bigger on Boxcars, craps!

Evan-where was the other die? (dice)

Brad-slower on “I say, Lord Evelyn Oakleigh!”

MVP Jeff you da best
CAPTAIN AND GIRLS IN GERTRUDE EDERLE PART: See me tomorrow 

Evan- don’t have your hand on your hat when you look at the dog and then at Joe. We 
lost the look cuz you were blocking your face

Mike- this is a change: when you look at the moon, don’t look with your binoculars, the 
joke is you think that the porthole is a moon cuz you’re nearly blind

Joe- Don’t look down after you kiss Allison! Keep gazing lovingly- don’t ruin the moment!

Ensemble- the lines in act 1 scene 8 are very lackluster- get some ENERGY!

Cath- remember to make sure you’re centered for ANything Goes beginning

Marlena- open up (turn more to audience) before tap dance

Gabby Griffiths is GREAT during Blow Gabe :)

Cath- keep smiling in Blow Gabe even when you’re facing the side doing jazz trumpets

Sailor Quartet (especially Matt B)- I like that you were in character when entering in All 
Thru the Night, but can you be a little more sneaky about your entrance so you don’t 
distract from Allison and Joe until you start singing

Brad- Adieu is “Adyew”

Brad and Cath will practice end of gypsy during B block- but it seriously is amazing no 
matter what happens at the end :)



Sailor Q- review when you put your arms behind your back. However, if someone 
doesn’t have their hands behind them, don’t mouth it to them on stage! (Cough, Matt 
B) :)

Joe and Evan- where were the Robes?!

Cath and Evelyn- move more downstage when you sing the beginning of I Get a Kick 
Finale

YOU ALL ARE WONDERFUL AND I’M SO IN LOVE WITH THIS SHOW! Thank you all 
so much, it really means the world to me :)


